Ex-chief wants a decent burial for minority panel

NO IMPROVEMENT

Tahir says the condition of Muslims, Christians remains where it was in 1978, when the commission was established

Satya Prakash

Tahir, who headed the NCM between 1996 and 1999, questioned the panel's contribution, saying the condition of Muslims remains where it was in 1978, when the commission was established — be it the issue of their educational rights, physical amenities, or their role in major affairs, he said in his book.

The commission is doing so they have been providing alibis to the Commission by creating paral lel bodies. Government is side-stepping the commission and unnecessarily creating parallel bodies with specific terms of reference otherwise falling within the NCM's mandate.


The commission is not only killing time but not seriously working for not properly discharging its functions. The commission is not only killing time but not seriously working for not properly discharging its functions. There are so many commissions which are not working properly.

"Faithful politicians" was a term coined by Advani in Hawala case and NCM chair- man in 2000, Tahir said. The term was used to describe the members of minority panel. It was established — be it the issue of their educational rights, physical amenities, or their role in major affairs, he said in his book.
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